Phase system selectivity and two-dimensional separations in liquid column chromatography.
Correlations between the separation selectivity in aqueous and non-aqueous reversed-phase systems and in normal-phase LC systems were investigated for samples containing different numbers of two repeat structural elements. Such samples are best separated in "orthogonal" two-dimensional chromatographic systems, showing selectivity for one type of the repeat structural element only in the first dimension and for the other structural element only in the second dimension. The number of resolved compounds improves as the degree of orthogonality of the separation systems increases with decreasing correlation between the selectivities for the sample structural distribution in the two dimensions. Orthogonal systems with non-correlated selectivities for each repeat structural element provide the highest number of separated peaks and regular arrangement of the peaks over the two-dimensional retention space according to the individual structural element distribution and the best use of the available peak capacity. Fully orthogonal systems are difficult to find in practice. Partially orthogonal system with correlated selectivities for one structural type distribution, but with one system non-distinguishing the distribution for the other structural element are still useful for the two-dimensional separations. The correlations between the selectivities for repeat regular structural increments were employed to evaluate the suitability of phase systems for two-dimensional HPLC separations. The selectivity correlation in various reversed-phase and normal-phase systems was evaluated for two sample types: (1) Various RP columns show significantly inversely correlated selectivities for acyl lengths and numbers of double bonds distribution, but the differences in the double bond selectivity can be used for practical separations of triacylglycerols with the same equivalent carbon numbers. (2) Synthetic EO-PO block (co)oligomers with two-dimensional distribution of oxyethylene and oxypropylene monomer units were separated according to the two distribution types using on-line two-dimensional reversed-phase-normal-phase LC with a C18 column in the first dimension and an aminopropyl silica column in the second dimension.